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Message from the Board of Directors
It gives us great pleasure to share Bridges for Women Society’s 2016-2017 annual report with
you – good news is always a pleasure to share. The report highlights several positive outcomes.
In a year of change and some interesting international political changes impacting women,
Bridges again served women in our community, and focused on participating in a larger
discussion about women’s leadership, empowerment and issues facing women of the world in
2017, specifically the refugee crisis, Truth and Reconciliation, and the women’s marches.
We are filled with gratitude for the many friends and loyal supporters of Bridges for Women
Society and recognize that our donors, sponsors and community partners play vital roles in the
work that Bridges does in our communities. They help to support delivery of our important
programs and promote the important work we do. The Bridges for Women staffs' passion and
commitment to improving lives is the life blood of the organization and has been for nearly
twenty years.
Finally, thanks to our many volunteers, mentors and fundraisers for the time and talent that they
generously give to Bridges. This kindness is what enables Bridges to support clients on their
journey towards financial independence and freedom from the impacts of trauma and abuse.
This year our Board of Directors has changed dramatically. We thank our outgoing Co-Chairs,
Thandi Pilkey and Lindsay Walton for their inspiring leadership. We are delighted that Kalen
Shick and Alison Watson have stepped forward as interim co-chairs this year, and we thank
Sabina Saransingh, Dibya Shrethsa, and Lindsay Walton for continuing on as board members
while we recruit and expand this dynamic team that guides Bridges on this journey.
Sincerely,

Bridges for Women Society Board of Directors, 2016-2017
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Message from the Executive Director, Victoria Pruden
The 2016-2017 fiscal year at Bridges was another year of growth, increased service delivery,
and significant commitment by staff and board. We received wonderful support from donors,
community groups and sponsors. We had our highest number of women apply for service ever
in the history of the agency – 535 first contacts requesting intake interviews or services. We
weathered another year of privatized employment services in the province of British Columbia
and emerged in the best financial position we have ever found ourselves in. At some points in
the past year, this did not seem possible, but here we are.
We continue to partner with various communities, including First Nations and newcomer and
immigrant serving agencies. We applied for new sources of funding this fiscal year, with
success, leading us into our first senior women’s program and Métis-specific trauma-informed
programming, that will see a Métis Bridging curriculum and trauma counselling for women who
are impacted by trauma. We were approached by the Ministry of Jobs to deliver our Bridges for
Women Entrepreneurs Program, which was a great success and assisted 7 women in developing
their own self-employment and businesses.
Julie Cormier joined us this year as our Fund Development Manager and head of
Communications. She has done a tremendous job in organizing and growing our grant writing,
establishing an endowment fund for Bridges for Women in partnership with the Victoria
Foundation, liaising with several groups for third party fundraisers, and helping us launch our
first re-brand in many years with the amazing work done by July Coward of Holy Cow Creative.
Through Julie’s vision and hard work, we welcomed the first and only female Prime Minister of
Canada to Victoria, the Right Honorable Kim Campbell. RH Campbell delivered a presentation
that was awe inspiring and still wows me every time I recall it. This was a dynamite event for
Bridges and very profound – we rebranded our IWD Luncheon for this special event, called
“Bridges Not Walls” bringing to mind the Women’s March on Washington, and the hundreds of
solidarity marches throughout the world.
I want to thank our staff for walking the stressful line of delivering social services within a very
competitive, structured and capitalist “for profit” model. We now have targets that we must
meet and it feels awkward and foreign for us to track assessments, counselling sessions, and
workshops like we are Jimmy Pattison and our counsellors and facilitators are selling cars or
optional insurance packages. But they make it work, so that we can continue to deliver the best
possible services and support to women who need us in the community. I am very proud of our
ethical, caring, hardworking and compassionate staff.
I also want to thank our Board of Directors for their commitment, their understanding and their
steady support in a year that had its ups and downs. It is such an honor and a privilege to work
with this Board, and I look forward to welcoming our new board members who are in various
stages of the recruitment process with Bridges. We need women who care about Bridges and
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who care about helping the women in our community, as well as a commitment to feminism and
the larger issues facing women in this era of Donald Trump’s and Vladmir Putin’s. While we
have our Justin Trudeau’s and Kim Campbell’s in Canada, the ugly head of the patriarchy and
misogyny still impacts us in many ways.
We ended the year with a strong cash and asset position, meeting our goals for operating cash
and investments on hand, and with another vote of confidence from our accountant, Lindalee
Brougham. She asked me this year if I intended to stay on for a while, and I can confidently say,
yes, I sure would like to! This year has been my best in the role of Executive Director so far, and
I am so proud of our agency. When I started back with Bridges in 2012, we had just emerged
from a 400K annual contract, and had eleven staff members. Today, we have 22 staff, and an
annual operating budget of 1.9 million dollars. We are still feminist, we are still committed to
consensus decision making and our code of ethics. We still prioritize values, kindness, a heart
centered agency, and walking the path forged by our “Founding Mothers”. We may have to act a
bit more businesslike, but we are still Birkenstock-wearing, social justice feminists at heart.
I am confident that this year, we will continue to delight and surprise ourselves with the quality
and diversity of programming, women and communities served, and new emerging sources of
support for our agency. I look forward to the year ahead and the successes and beautiful work to
come.
Let me end with a hashtag:
#bridgesnotwalls2017

Victoria Pruden, Executive Director
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Message from Director of Programs, Jenny Holder
The past year has been largely focused on strengthening our programs at Bridges for Women
Society. We have continued our partnership with the Somatic Experiencing Trauma Institute
to allow our agency to host Somatic Experiencing trauma counselling training for our staff.
All front line staff have now completed their first year of the Somatic Experiencing training.
The focus on increasing the qualifications and capacity of our team to provide quality trauma
counselling has resulted in a more cohesive and specialized approach to trauma care for our
clients.
This year, we partnered with Victoria Immigrant and Refugee Centre Society (VIRCS) to
develop curriculum and provide a professional development training specific to issues facing
immigrant and refugee women who have experienced domestic violence. We were part of a
working group that met over 9 months to engage in problem solving and networking with
other agencies serving immigrant and refugee women fleeing domestic violence. Over 40
participants attended the one day training facilitated by Victoria Pruden and myself in
collaboration with VIRCs staff. The training was focused on how to improve services for
immigrant and refugee women in our community who face very complex social and cultural
barriers when fleeing domestic violence.
We focused the expansion of our services to reach more Indigenous women in need of
specialized employment services and trauma counselling. Our counselling team expanded and
gained First Nations Health Authority approval for trauma counselling. We have also been
able to provide 1:1 trauma counselling to other Indigenous women living in urban/rural areas
outside of their home communities. This expansion made our trauma counselling more
accessible and this has been a very critical development of the year. We continue to partner
with Beacon Community Services in Sidney to offer counselling sessions in a private office.
All of our counselling staff are registered with the BC Crime Victim Assistance Program
(CVAP) and can offer eligible/ funded clients counselling through CVAP. We continue to see
a great benefit for the clients as they are in need of long term counselling services to address
the complex trauma responses they experience.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the staff for their incredible dedication and
skill in working with our clients and programs. The strength of our agency is measured by the
level of integrity and compassion each member brings to the team. May this coming year be
even more fruitful for our agency and the women we serve.

Jenny Holder, Director of Programs
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Fund Development Highlights
by Julie Cormier, Fund Development & Communications Manager
What an extraordinary year for fundraising, volunteerism, partnerships and grants! We were
successful in closing 80% of our funding gap thanks to individuals, collectives and business
donations, raising a total of $140,505.71. We secured new grants to serve even more women
in need, specifically senior women and Metis women. Also new this year, we launched an
endowment legacy fund through the Victoria Foundation to ensure the future and
sustainability of our work to end violence against women.
How Did We Raise These Funds?
DONATIONS
BRIDGES, NOT WALLS FUNDRAISER – MARCH 25TH, 2017

A slight shift from our usual International Women’s Day, Bridges, Not Walls 2017 was
sparked by a handmade sign at the Victoria Women’s March on January 27th, 2017. We were
not able to ignore the political and social climate of the year and invited the Right Honorable
Kim Campbell to inspire us all to keep marching and strategizing for all women’s rights.
Carole James, Edith Loring-Kuhanga, and Teanna Noel Ducharme continued to engage our
audience, with MC Kerry Slavens, in a panel about the state of feminism and practical ways to
mobilize and move forward. With over 200 people in attendance, we raised $39,439.55
(gross). Photos courtesy of Simon DesRochers. Thank you to our sponsors, volunteers and
community partners who made this possible. See full list of sponsors on page ??

Figures (R-L): Right Honorable Kim Campbell; Carole James, Mavis Underwood and granddaughter,
& Rose Henry; Kerry Slavens; Victoria Pruden & Mayor Helps; Edith Loring-Kuhanga, Carole
James, & Teanna Noel Ducharme.
#BREAKTHECYCLE FALL GIVING CAMPAIGN

We reached out to 1017 people asking to give to our #breakthecycle campaign, directly
funding trauma counselling and W’SANEC First Nations women’s program. We received 76
donations and reached a total of $12,000!
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MONTHLY DONORS

From 10$ to 50$, we receive monthly support from a dedicated group of 10 donors. These
donors are so important as their on-going support helps cover emergencies, such as crisis
intervention and advocacy to ensure a woman’s safety, as well as, additional counselling
sessions that are not funded otherwise. This is an important group of individuals to Bridges.
We thank you.
‘IN MEMORY OF’ GIFTS

Violence against women is a social issue that affects more people and families than we know.
We see this in the number of women we serve every year, but also in our donations made in
honor of someone who has passed, either because this person was impacted by violence or
dedicated their life to ending violence against women. We are honored!
THIRD PARTY FUNDRAISING

It was an incredible record year for third party fundraising, reaching $60,917.46. Benefit choir
concert, fashion shows, Negroni restaurant sales, Bitchfest night, yoga class, golf tournament,
workplace activities, garden tea party, mailbox drop-offs, women’s conference, inspiring talk
with film screening, free University talks, 10-year business anniversary and women’s
collectives are some of the creative ideas and events led by individuals and businesses who
raised funds for Bridges. We unexpectedly received 2 major donations from the 100+ Women
Who Care Victoria and the 100 Women Who Care Saanich. See the list of individuals and
businesses on page ?.

Figures (R-L): Ensemble Laude Women’s Choir; Pharmasave Broadmead Fashion Show; 100+
Women Who Care Victoria; & Shampoo Hair Bar 10th Anniversary & Fashion Show.
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PARTNERSHIPS

Mayfair Mall is continuing their Styling Program! They
offer 2hour styling sessions for $20 which is directly
donated to Bridges. This year, they raised $2,685! They
are an incredible partner who always thinks of us for
their special events. We could not be happier to be their partner charity.

Mac Zen is a new partner who created an
innovative way to give to Bridges. As computer
training and support professionals, they are helping
our clients with all their technology needs. When
their customers look to get rid of old apple devices,
Mac Zen refurbishes them and donates like-new devices to Bridges. This partnership ensures
that Bridges’ clients are supported in their technology needs when searching for jobs, building
their resume and beyond. We are so appreciative!

Fernwood NRG did it again! They’ve invited us to benefit from their
Gift of Good Food program. Currently 10 women are receiving fresh
food every two weeks for the whole year, and one fresh food basket
every two weeks is feeding even more women at our downtown
location while they learn and grow. Nutrition is so important to
education and employment.

New Grants

National Indian Brotherhood
The National Indian Brotherhood approved our
application for a first of its kind Metis Women Bridges
Program, serving self-identified Metis women of
Vancouver Island in individual and group workshops on
cultural identity and employment.
New Horizons Funding Program of Canada
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The New Horizons Funding program of Canada
approved our application for our new Seniors
Inspiring Seniors at Work program, a support group
for senior women to identify challenges, learn from
community leaders, and work together to outreach to isolated senior women.
Bridges for Women Healing & Success Legacy Fund

With the help of a matching grant of $7,500 through the Victoria
Foundation, we are proud to announce our newly established Bridges
for Women Healing & Success Legacy Fund Endowment Fund.
Managed by the Victoria Foundation, contributions can be made on
and ongoing basis and we benefit twice a year from the distributable
interest. We are happy to be planning for the future of women’s health
and success and in ending violence against women.
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Bridges Program Reports
Employment Program of BC Stats at a Glance

We also:





Had 545 first contacts with women requesting service, with 334 intakes into
programs
158 women who did not complete intake into our programs
3,355 self-service drop in service visits from women
11,569 phone calls to our front desk!

Program Intakes
Over the past year, 545 first contacts were conducted (initial phone screenings) and 334 intakes
(up from 218 the previous year). Around 158 women (mostly at the initial screening phase) were
determined to be ineligible for services based on various factors, including contract-based
eligibility criteria such as working full time without risk of losing employment and not being
ready for Bridges programming, as well as other factors, including, lack of follow through, major
mental health issues, still in a violent relationship, active substance user, lack of stability in
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housing, more appropriate to be served by another agency, not interested in employment services,
and more.

In order to best serve our clients, we have a list of criteria that must be met in order for a
woman to engage in full-time programing at Bridges. These include: stable housing; free of
domestic violence, free of substance misuse; counseling supports. Because of the impacts of
trauma, these issues will sometimes re-emerge after the start of the program and this presents
a challenge to students and staff. We work as a team to resolve issues in a way that considers
the group and clients’ needs first.
Trends
We have seen a rise in women approaching us who have serious mental health issues and/or
housing crisis. When women do not meet eligibility criteria, we make every effort possible to
redirect them to other appropriate resources, which can be exceedingly difficult at times because:
agencies who offer Stopping the Violence counselling have extraordinarily long waitlists (around 9 –
12 months), there is an extreme housing shortage in Victoria, and there is a dearth of mental health
supports in the community (for example, USTAT [Urgent Short Term Assessment and Treatment
through VIHA] will only accept individuals with suicidal ideation and there is about a 4-6 week
waitlist still).
Who’s Referring to Bridges?
We have noticed a rise of referrals to Bridges from probation officers, lawyers, doctors, and MCFD
social workers. Word-of-mouth continues to be the primarily method of referral. Intake calls come
in waves throughout the year and, considering the nature of trauma, the percentage of women
following through with services is considerably high (an expected challenge).
Who Are We Serving
We have seen more trans-members of the community come through the doors in the last year and the
age spread of clients is 19 – 71. Most of our clients have some college/university, followed by a grade
12 level education, college diploma, and Bachelor’s degree. Bridges for Women continues to serve as
many women as possible to accelerate the healing process, reach new levels of personal empowerment,
and achieve a higher level of independence through supportive wrap-around programming by staff
members who genuinely care.

Employment Services Report
by Cheryl McKay, Patricia Rawson, Kirsten Moline
Employment services encompass career exploration, career planning and job development.
Services are offered, both individually and in groups, on a client-centered, continuous intake
model while working alongside other programming.
A variety of employment-related services include: vocational assessments, career exploration,
occupation and education research, job search techniques, and unpaid work experience. The
program also refers clients for further certifications and assessments, such as short-term
occupational training (e.g. First Aid, Foodsafe), specialized assessments with psychologists
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and medical professionals (e.g. learning disabilities, functional capacity testing), and other
service providers (e.g. wage subsidy, self-employment).
Thanks to our longstanding partnership with Camosun College, clients receive assistance with
basic skills upgrading for English, Math, and Computers
Further assistance is offered with training plans and applications to funded post-secondary
skills training programs, for example through BC Single Parent Employment Initiative (SPEI)
or federal Employment Insurance (EI) attachment or as a person with a disability. Clients
accessed a variety of training programs in general and legal office administration, dental
assistant, trades, interior design.

Success Stories
Jill (not her real name) accessed individual employment services at Bridges in January
2016. After completing career assessments, research and informational interviews she
decided that a trades program at Camosun College would be a good fit for her. She recently
graduated and was the winning recipient of an apprenticeship award.
Mary Smith (not her real name) started working with Bridges for Women Society
Employment Program in December 2014, having successfully completed a Residential
Addictions Treatment Centre, and has been sober for 6 months. She had an employment gap
of ten years and wanted to become financially independent and heal her trauma. She
completed her BEP programming, and then started working one to one with employment team
to access successful volunteerism in the community to build current references and regain
some workplace confidence. She then accessed the Mentoring Program, successfully
graduating from the 9 month program. During her time in the Mentoring Program, the
Employment Services at Bridges facilitated an Unpaid Work Experience with a local
company, where she gained valuable awareness about what kind of fit administrative work is
for her, as well as made meaningful connections to the employers. At the end of her Unpaid
Work Experience, she was invited by the employers, to interview for a position that came
available, and after she negotiated over $20 per hour wage, she accepted the administrative
part time position. It’s been three months since she accepted this position and although she
has needed ongoing support monthly to work out how to have certain conversations with her
employers, she is overall finding success in this re- engagement with the Labour Market.
Jane (not her real name) has been involved in trauma-informed employment and counselling
services at Bridges since 2014. Although at times she had part-time work it was never stable
and sustainable, so she decided to take further training in office administration. Jane just
graduated and already has employment.
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Bridges Employment Program (BEP)
by Patricia Rawson and Wendy Schultz
The Bridges Employment Program (BEP) aids women who have been impacted by trauma, by
giving them the support and tools they need to build economic independence. In our
supportive program women can heal from their trauma, increase confidence and build a sense
of ‘hope’, develop job-search skills, improve their workplace skills, and create goals and
structure for the future. Classes are three days per week and include psycho-educational
workshops focusing on self-care, safety, personal skills, healing from the impacts of trauma,
as well as career planning, job-search preparation, and educational and volunteering
opportunities. We also offer English, Math and Computer skills upgrading through our
partnership with Camosun College.

During the past year, we have seen women through their hopes and fears, skills and strengths,
laughter and tears, joy and sorrow, grief and loss, celebration and defeat, heartache and
healing; and through it all spirits soar, confidence ignites, futures are planned, self-esteem
expands and identities are reborn! The change, energy, movement, and aha moments are
palpable as healing occurs and a sense of hope, possibility, anticipation, and purpose awaken.
Six BEP classes have graduated since April of 2016. Ninety-Six bright-eyed and somewhat
terrified women have started BEP; all balancing nerves and excitement and longing for
success, for prosperity, and for a different-more ‘normal’ future than what life has provided
thus far.
Noticeable change occurs within the first four weeks of BEP. Lightbulb moments, deep
insights, and a glimmer of hope kick in. For traumatized women, this might be the first time
they have been able to see a possibility of future and actually set goals and make plans,
because trauma often robs people of the ability to expect a future. The first four weeks also
finds women growing their own little community within the classroom. Friendships and
support networks blossom in women of different ages, and diversities; and with women who
likely never would have met or connected outside of this extraordinary classroom setting.
Women with a wealth of knowledge and wisdom become each other’s biggest cheerleaders,
and with this gift, magic happens.
The employment program continues to produce a balance in curriculum between psychoeducational content, life and coping skills, and employment/career- focussed workshops.
Wendy facilitates healing from the impacts of trauma content taught in the first four months
of group, with guest co-facilitators Charlene, Kirsten, Stephanie, and Carrie stepping in for
select topics. Patricia gradually enters the classroom in the third month, and by the fourth
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month takes over facilitation as employment workshops, homework assignments, and
graduation preparation kicks in.

Bridges Employment Program Successes and Highlights:
High graduation, at about 80% completion (many women not completing the program
continue on at Bridges for other services and may reapply for BEP when ready)


Students learn to express grief and loss in a healthy way



Exploration of feelings, permission to feel



Reduce coping strategies such as caretaking and fixing people as a means of being
valuable, liked, accepted



Explore and reclaim identity lost through trauma



Strong peer supports and friendships develop during the course of the program



Students with very high anxiety, and poor coping skills learn to ground, stay present,
and develop faith in themselves



Students develop community connections and networking skills through fieldtrips to
The Royal BC Museum, volunteering at Beacon Community Thrift Store, and by
participating in cold calls and employer interviews in labour market research



Client learns to place value in her life experience, and reframe newly acknowledged
skills and strengths into business language which becomes part of her new resume



Clients work to overcome fears around job search, drop off resumes, attend interviews,
or prepare for education



Counseling workshops support clients to heal from PTSD, anxiety, and grief; which
promotes overall healing.

Feedback from clients illuminates how Bridges has changed their lives, giving them the
confidence and focus to propel them forward.

Career Mentoring Program
by Kirsten Moline and Dianne de Champlain
The Bridges for Women Society Mentoring Program is currently midway through its’ second
year of a three year contract. We continue to strive to match our graduates of different
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Bridges programs as mentees, to women in the community who wish to show up as
supportive, effective mentors for them! In what is now my second year of working at Bridges
for Women Society, I truly believe being the coordinator of this program continues to allow
bearing witness too many gifts. Some of these gifts range from the sometimes weekly calls
from women in the community who want to become a mentor (from having attended the
inspiring Bridges For Women Society International Women’s Day event for example), to the
many Bridges Employment Program graduates who want to take the next step in creating
possibilities for themselves, by requesting a mentor, as they are aware that they have value
and are deserving of this specific support.
Together Dianne and I continue to focus on interviewing, training, coordinating and
supporting the mentees and the mentors that have so far been matched, and all the ones yet to
be matched. We are proud to announce that, so far, we have successfully completed seven
matches (March 2016-Dec 2016) and eight more matches are successfully developing as
they were matched Dec 2016 and will graduate Sept 2017. In April 2017, we facilitated two
more matches that have already reported genuine connections! From these ten new matches,
three of the mentors have mentored before and were very happy to participate again! It is
obvious to us so far that both the mentees and mentors are equally contributing to the positive
connecting opportunity that the mentoring relationship can offer.
Mentors and mentees have the option to participate in advanced training workshops in a group
setting, together every 5-6 weeks. We have developed a meaningful series of workshops,
such as P.A.T.H Goal Setting; Mindfulness; Career Panel Night; Intentional (Danielle Laporte
Inspired) Feeling Collage Night; Scavenger Hunt & Picnic in Beacon Hill Park & Graduation
Ceremony.
We gratefully acknowledge funding support from the BC Ministry of Jobs Tourism and Skills
Training, to be able to continue supporting Bridges for Women Society clients move towards
their possibilities!

Trauma Counselling Services
by Gwen Davies
The demand for counselling at Bridges has been increasing. We have become very innovative
in reaching out and researching different funding models to support a variety of clients who
suffer from trauma, abuse and neglect. Through the Employment Program of BC each client
can be awarded 10 sessions to help with overcoming trauma and to support them in being able
to get back to work. With trauma, we find that 10 sessions are often not enough to work
through all of the issues which affect our clients. We have been working with clients to access
Crime Victim Assistance funding (CVAP), Residential Historical Abuse Program, First
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Nations Health Authority and have received new funding through the National Indian
Brotherhood for the Métis Women’s program. We hope that with these extra funding sources
we can have a longer term therapeutic relationship with our clients and support them to have a
good quality of life and overcome the impacts of abuse.
We have been accessing psychological assessments through EPBC for
vocational/psychological issues, learning disabilities and neuro-psychological assessments.
We have found that this has helped our clients understand and have a focus for some of the
mental health issues that they are struggling with. We are very grateful to Dr. Comish for her
gentle and thorough approach to these assessments.
As our counselling team has been continuing their training in Somatic Experiencing we have
found that our understanding of the effects of trauma has deepened and become more
embodied. The lens of Somatic Experiencing allows us to check in with ourselves as well as
our clients and to see how important our warm and supportive environment is to the work we
do. We have found that our training together, as well as, our Monday morning meetings
creates a holistic and embodied approach to healing from trauma.

Indigenous Counselling
by Sarah Kinsley
Bridges for Women Society has seen some exciting developments in the counselling
department in 2016. Two of our counsellors, Meaghan Sibbett and Sarah Kinsley are now
registered as Mental Health Counselling Providers through First Nations Health Authority
(FNHA).
These counsellors are now able to provide long-term counselling for Indian Residential
School (IRS) survivors and their families. The FNHA recognizes the inter-generational
impacts of the residential schools and therefore provides counselling to all members of the
family. The FNHA also funds short-term crisis intervention counselling, which provides
clients with immediate psychological and emotional care while in distress to help the client to
stabilize and to minimize the impacts of trauma. It also provides funding to help clients
successfully transition to other mental health supports.
This program is growing and has been well received at Tseycum First Nation in the
W̱SÁNEĆ peninsula. Counsellors are able to provide counselling services in the community
and in Sidney, BC thus reducing the barriers for women travelling into Victoria.
Bridges for Women Society is thrilled to be able to provide culturally-sensitive and
appropriate counselling sessions for women and we are looking forward to expanding this
program.
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Online Program
This past year has continued to see ongoing growth and success in
the Bridges for Women Online Program. As we continue to
engage with women in our various catchment areas throughout
Victoria, Campbell River, Port McNeil, Sayward, Salmon Arm
and Revelstoke, we find creative ways to meet the diverse needs
for safety, genuine connection, increasing knowledge and skill
development of diverse women from a distance.
This past year, the Online Program was excited to welcome
Bridges staff member Briana Mickelson to the Online Team. Briana brings a vast array of
skills and experiences working with women in smaller and more remote communities.
Briana’s compassionate and genuine nature allows her to skillfully assist women in feeling
supported, heard, and validated from a distance.
We currently have 28 women actively engaged with our online program in various capacities.
Each woman working through this program is assessed for her current level of safety,
readiness, needs, and wants. We are then able to create a tailored plan of connect via email,
regular phone check-ins, online program coursework, and/or group participation, as she make
her own self-determined steps forward.
In our North Island catchments, we have continued to experience a thriving and strong
partnership with both the Campbell River Women’s Resource Centre and the North Island
Employment Foundation (NIEFS). Through these relationships, the weekly group at the
Women’s Center has evolved into a consistent and strong touchstone for Bridges’ students in
the Campbell River area. The diverse women who attend the group gather together every
Friday to explore the Bridges curriculum while receiving connection and support. We are
fortunate to have a skilled and compassionate staff member from the Women’s Resource
Center facilitate the group. This collaborative partnership has allowed us to deliver more
client-centered services from a distance.
Over this last year, we have also strengthened our collaboration with WorkBC partners in
Revelstoke and Salmon Arm. In the fall, we delivered an information webinar to community
partners and agencies. The goal of this webinar was to increase understanding of how trauma
impacts a woman’s employability, how to recognize if someone may be able to benefit from
Bridges services, and how to refer a woman to our services. We have been excited by the
success of this knowledge sharing and we are currently serving 7 women from this catchment.
Our refreshed marketing materials have also been immensely helpful in sharing information
about our Online Program and increasing the ease of how we share information and connect
with potential clients and agency partners.
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We continue to enjoy a strong relationship with BC Technology for Learning Society and
have received 50 free laptops from the program this year so that we can continue to offer
computers to those women in need. Not only do these computers allow women the ability to
engage in the online classroom safely, students are also able to complete school work, create
resumes, and communicate with potential employers with greater ease.
As Bridges continues to value innovative, dynamic, and creative ways of delivering traumainformed employment programming, we continue to see the Online Program as a key
component of Bridges service delivery. The Online Program is a strong example of Bridges’
commitment to demonstrating flexibility with the changing and growing needs of our clients.
As societally, more and more communication and engagement occurs through different forms
of technology, Bridges is excited to utilize these opportunities and mediums to create safe
spaces for meaningful connection, learning, and healing.

Indigenous Bridging Program
The Indigenous Bridging Program has been serving women whose needs are not adequately
met by the standard employment program model. We currently have nine women registered
in the program. The Indigenous Bridging Program is growing rapidly and it is vital to us that
we keep the voices of the women we serve at the centre of our work as we move forward.
The Indigenous Bridging Program allows us the flexibility to serve the women in ways that
makes the most sense to their needs. We can provide counselling and crisis intervention in
their communities, we have the necessary flexibility to take time to build relationships with
band administration in order to
establish groups in W’SANEC
communities, and we can support
women with transportation and
childcare as they take the steps
necessary to increase safety and
stability in their lives and move
closer to their goals.
This is an example of a group project
completed in community. The
project invites each woman to
identify values that are important to
her. (shared with permission)
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Essentials Program
by Emilie Rhone
The Bridges Essentials program has been offered on Wednesday afternoons for the past 3
years. Essentials is designed to meet the needs of women who have other responsibilities in
their lives to attend to that present barriers to commitment to the full time program. Each
Essentials student has access to all the services that Bridges provides along with the benefit of
a shared group experience.
Essentials workshops mirror Bridges curriculum with flexibility threaded throughout so that
we can meet the needs of the students as they come up. The foundation of our curriculum is a
trauma-informed focus on the stages of recovery and stages of change. One participant has
described Essentials as a ‘safe place to land’ in her week. Often women will tell us that
Essentials provides the only time in her week when a she has the opportunity to focus on her
own healing and personal growth. The majority of participants are focused on making
significant changes in their lives and this process can be scary and confusing at times. The
biggest benefit of a group format is that the shared experience illustrates to women that they
are not alone. Just as trauma occurs in isolation, healing is nurtured with safe and healthy
connection. The group provides women with the opportunity to share wisdom, laughter, and
learning.
All of our stories are unique, but the process of healing and change is similar for everyone.
Safe and healthy social connection is a vital pillar of the healing process.
Essentials provides ongoing intake, so the numbers of students and class demographics are
always changing. Each participant is enrolled in Essentials for an average of six months
however we have flexibility around the length of time each woman participates depending on
her needs.
On a whiteboard in class, a group
of 5 students spent about ten
minutes listing all the roles they
have filled in their lives. This is
an empowering exercise in
uncovering survivor skills and
strengths. Our rooms are always
filled with such incredible
strength and experience. (shared
with permission)
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Core Program
Bridges Core program runs two days per week. This program is generally formatted to
accommodate ongoing intake. However, this year we found that the students were all
dedicated and able to attend regularly. The group bonded quickly so we closed this group
from intakes and have been working together through the curriculum with the depth and
breadth of a full time Bridges group. The current Core group will be graduating with the
current BEP group and because of this we may be looking at the largest graduating class in
Bridges history!
Core workshops have included such topics as recognizing and understanding the impacts of
abuse, cognitive distortions, effective communication, safe boundaries, as well as personal
and career assessments such as Myers Briggs Type Indicator, workplace values, and learning
styles.
Core participants also have access to individual trauma counselling, career exploration
services, and Camosun upgrading as well as assistance applying for funding to return to
school.

This poem was composed
by a Core class (shared
with permission):
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Self-Employment Program
By Carrie Everett
After a few years without funding, Bridges gratefully received funds from the Ministry of
Jobs, Tourism and Skills Training to re-ignite the Bridges Self-employment Training
Program. The funds allowed us to engage one cohort of women from November 2016 –
March 2017. Bridges delivered this program in partnership with Community Micro-lending.
Classes were held onsite at the Bridges office three mornings a week. Additionally, each
participants received bi-weekly one-to-one business coaching to refine her business plan and
goals. Eight woman started the program and seven women successfully graduated.
The Bridges Self-Employment Program filled a much needed gap in our community as trauma
informed self-employment training programs for women are otherwise non-existent. The
program offered a safe and encouraging space for Bridges graduates to pursue their
entrepreneurial dreams. The program started with a range of personal development topics and
then progressed to business specific curriculum. The goal was to support each woman with
the development and refinement of her business vision and business plan.

In addition to traditional business curriculum, some unique workshops and community
experiences were offered. We had many guest speakers on topics, such as: registering your
business, business bookkeeping, social media, working as an artist, and more. We hosted a
women’s entrepreneurial panel with three experienced business women who offered a range
of personal and professional bits of wisdom. The women also learned how to code their own
websites at an off-site “Ladies Learning Code” event! Additionally, the group attended a
networking luncheon with the WestShore Women’s Business Network.

Two community champions stand out that must be recognized: Carolyne Taylor of
yoUnlimited and Carol Hyland of CS Creative. Carolyne gifted the participants with tickets to
a Danielle LaPorte speaking event. She also gifted the women with tickets to one of the
yoUnlimited Women’s Business Circles. Carol took on the tremendous task of organizing
local graphic design professionals with graphic design students at Pacific Design Academy to
be grouped with each of our self-employment students. In pods of three, each group created
stunning business cards for the Bridges’ women – the results were so beautiful! Printing
services were donated by Digital Direct Printing. Huge thanks to all the individuals who
donated their time, services and materials!
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The seven women who graduated from the program did so in a moving ceremony at the
Greater Victoria Public Library community room. Each woman presented her business plan to
a room of community supporters, family members and friends. At the time of graduation each
woman was polishing her business plan and getting reading to launch Spring/Summer 2017!
Business concepts included: Website Design, Artisan Crafts, Catering, Original Landscape
Paintings, Visual & Performing Arts and Pattern Design for textiles and housewares. The
Bridges team is excited to see each of these entrepreneurs launch their businesses over the
coming year and we thank all of the community supporters who contributed their gifts to this
wonderful program.

Bridges for Women Society - West Shore
By Meaghan Sibbett and Dianne de Champlain
Bridges for Women Society West Shore has worked hard over the last year to maintain
services and establish growth in client numbers. In addition to continuing to run the Bridges
Employment Program, with two graduating classes this year, we have also continued to offer
counselling, career assessments, career explorations, job development, Crime Victim
Assistance Counselling and Camosun Computer Upgrading. We were thrilled to be able to
offer Camosun English upgrading as a pilot program in our location as well as introducing
Residential School Survivor and Crisis Counselling funded through the First Nations Health
Authority. Staff also presented workshops in several outside agencies, such as Artemis Place
and the Best Babies program. Dianne and Briana were invited to present workshops for the
second year in a row at the Imagining Youth Conference and participated in a Community
Mapping project hosted by the Pacific Centre Family Services Association. Dianne hosted a
meet and greet networking event for community partners that was so successful our colleagues
at Worklink decided to host a similar event!
Examples of Student art from our office:

F IGURE 2 BEACH T REASURES FROM A

F IGURE 1P ASTEL SMUDGING FROM A SELF -

MINDFULNESS WALK

CARE ACTIVITY
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Bridges for Women - Sooke
by Briana Mikkelson
We are very grateful to have had the opportunity to work with such amazing women out in
Sooke again this year. The distance from Victoria and Westshore, as well as a lack of reliable
transportation, continue to be barriers for individuals out in Sooke. The Worklink building is a
central location to offer services from and much more accessible than previous options
available. We are very fortunate to get to work so closely with the Worklink staff. They have
been incredibly welcoming, friendly, inclusive and supportive to Bridges staff and clients. It
continues to be a lovely atmosphere to work and grow in.
The programs and services currently offered in Sooke are as follows: Bridges Employment
Program (BEP) group, personal and career assessments, 1:1 support, advocacy, case
management, career exploration, job development, counselling and computer use. Many
clients in Sooke also access counselling, Camosun computer upgrading, job development and
further career exploration in the Westshore office.
Over the past year we have connect with over twenty-four new women in the Sooke area. Of
those twenty-four women, fourteen women have completed intakes, with twelve women
signing on to access services. Of those twelve women, seven women have successfully
obtained employment and one woman has started university. There are currently twelve
women accessing services in Sooke.
We continue to be amazed about how the community of
Sooke comes together to support each other. This past fall
Bridges for Women Society in Sooke was fortunate enough
to be selected as the registered charity for the Tree of Life
campaign at Shoppers Drug Mart. The staff at Shoppers
Drug Mart (see image below) worked very hard telling
customers about Bridges for Women and asking if people
would be willing to donate. It was an excellent example of
how a community can come together to support women. The
results were overwhelming, over $5,000 was raised! We are
very grateful for all of the staff and customers. (image;
Shoppers Drug Mart Staff in Sooke & Bridges staff member Briana Mikkelson)
As we start to approach the last half of our second year, we are looking forward to working
with more women, getting to know more community providers, decorating our space and
continual growth.
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Thank you Third Party Fundraisers
Prima Strada Restaurant

Bev Gulbrandsen

Ensemble Laude
Women’s Choir

Pharmasave Broadmead

Shampoo Hair Bar

PSAC – Women’s
Conference

Gorge Ladies Golf
Tournament
Makeher.co
RCMP

Royal Roads University
Hemminger Law Group
Bev Rhymer
100+ Women Who Care Victoria
100 Women Who Care Saanich
Linda Pringle
Shoppers Drug Mart Sooke

Thank You Partners

Thank You Sponsors of Bridges, Not Walls 2017
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Thank you Funders

National Indian Brotherhood
United Way of Greater Victoria
Victoria Foundation
New Horizons for Seniors Program, Employment & Social Development of Canada
Civil Forfeiture, Public Safety & Emergency Services, Ministry of Justice of BC
Gaming BC, Ministry of Sports, Recreation, Arts & Culture
Provincial Employees Community Services Fund, Province of BC
City of Victoria PENDING
Ministry of Jobs, Innovation & Tourism (ESS Program)
Thrifty’s Smile Program
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Quotes from donors and why they donate to Bridges:
“Thank you for all the work you do and the
leadership you show in support of women!”
“As a Camosun College employee who has
worked at Bridges in the past, I value the
importance of the program in supporting
women in all aspects of their lives!!!”
“Keep up the good work! I was inspired and
reminded to donate during the Women's March in
Victoria, the US, and around the world. This
organization fits the theme. Thanks for all you do.”

“Stay strong.”
“Thank You Bridges! Keep up the great
work! Love and Strength “
“Thank you for the important work you do in
our community.”
“Keep up the good work!”
“Thank you for all that you do. It truly does
make a difference!”
“...because I am one of the lucky ones.”

“In solidarity with the Women's March on Washington and all the sister marches across the
world today (January 21, 2017)”
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